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Abstract—Border protection requires real-time and mission
critical functions with high accuracy. Formal methods are
mathematics-based techniques which are used for describing
properties of software and hardware increasing quality of
computer systems. Formal model of border protection using
wireless sensor and actor networks (WSANs) is proposed in this
work. WSANs work effectively for such applications to eliminate
human intervention. Energy efficiency is a major issue that is
why partitioning of WSAN into subnets is assumed which localize
the problem increasing efficiency of the algorithm. It is assumed
that subnets of WSAN are deployed under and above the ground,
and
remain
continuously
connected
through
radio
communication links. Various sensors, actors and gateways are
densely deployed in subnets for detecting, tracking and catching
the intruders. The model of border protection is formally
specified and implemented by Vienna Development MethodSpecification Language (VDM-SL) which is used to examine the
system at a detailed level and to minimize the defects in a system
at early stages. The border protection model is validated and
verified using VDM-SL toolbox.

without any human involvement. In the proposed model,
partitioning of WSANs into subnets is assumed similar to our
previous works [3, 4, 5] which localizes the problem and
increases efficiency of the algorithm. Therefore subnet-based
graph model is proposed for deployment of WSAN reducing
complexity of the model. WSANs are deployed in the form of
connected subnets under and above the ground in which
sensors are responsible for detection of information and actors
are for taking appropriate actions. As border protection is a
mission critical system, it requires dense deployment of nodes
in all subnets. Dense deployment means the coverage radius of
a node is within the next neighbor node [6] and failure of a
node does not partitions the network into disjoint segments.
The proposed model is presented in Figure 1 showing a logical
relationship of the components of the network topology.

Keywords—Border protection, Graph theory, Wireless sensor
and actor networks, Formal methods, VDM-SL

I. INTRODUCTION
Border protection is a critical issue among all the countries due
to few obvious and important factors particularly of security
issues. The use of information technology is being practiced by
most of the countries to take necessary measures to improve
security across the border. It is a huge challenge to protect the
long stretched border this is because it requires constant human
involvement. The conventional border protection systems
consist of border troops and checkpoints of security. Each
border troop protects specific border section by patrolling
according to the pre-specified time and interval. As border
protection requires real-time and mission-critical functions
with high accuracy, therefore, there is a need to eliminate
human involvement by making use of the existing state-of-theart technologies. Wireless sensor and actor networks (WSANs)
are most effective in such applications.
Although many surveillance techniques are proposed for
border protection in which human involvement is minimized
[1, 2], but are not sufficient to eliminate the challenges faced
by existing surveillance techniques. This paper presents a
formal model of border protection using WSANs which can
detect and track intruders and provide protection from intruders

Figure 1: Under and above the ground connected subnets

Graph theory is used to represent topological requirements of a
system which are actually informal. Formal methods are used
to design formal system by converting requirements of a
system to well defined formal specification. Formal methods
are mathematical notations used to analyze properties of
hardware and software systems [7]. Some researchers have
focused on informal techniques, for example, simulations for
evaluation of border surveillance techniques [2]. Simulations
help to analyze critical system through a quantitative validation
of certain properties, but all the properties cannot be validated
as it needs extreme knowledge of the system. Formal methods
serve as an effective way to analyze systems in detail as well as

at an abstract level. Therefore formal methods are more useful
for modeling and analysis of mission-critical systems. That is
why we have used VDM-SL for the formal specification of the
proposed border protection system. In this work, static
modeling of border protection is done by defining composite
object types by instantiating invariants over it. VDM-SL
toolbox confirms the validation and verification of the
proposed model. To the best of our knowledge, this is the first
work that presents model of dense subnet-based WSANs for
border protection system using formal techniques.
Rest of the paper is organized as follows: Section II discusses
some related work critically. In Section III, problem statement,
system model of the border protection and its algorithm is
presented. Section IV presents formal specification of model.
Finally conclusion of the paper is given in Section VI.
II. RELATED WORK
The conventional border protection systems require constant
human involvement. To minimize the cost of increasing
personnel on the border unmanned aerial vehicles (UAVs) are
introduced for aerial surveillance and for detection of illegal
crossing of border [8]. However, UAVs require valuable
human resources for its monitoring which should make
intelligent decisions and cannot protect whole border all the
time like conventional border protection systems. Several
techniques for border protection have been proposed by
researchers with the objective of minimizing the human
involvement. For example, the border patrol system proposed
in [1] uses WSNs to minimize extreme human involvement
and improves the intruder detection accuracy. Unlike this, we
use WSANs with VDM-SL to eliminate human involvement
providing more accuracy in monitoring. Many applications are
developed based on WSNs for the border surveillance. For
example, nodes of the network are deployed as line-sensors in
[9] where every movement is detected that goes over sensors
barriers. It is claimed that the sensor nodes deployment
assures barrier coverage. The barrier coverage requires less
number of nodes as compared to full coverage but it may
suffer disconnection of radio links due to failure of sensor
nodes. To attain continuous barrier coverage for the whole
area, the segmentation technique is presented in [10].
Most of the research in this area is based on informal
techniques. For example, simulation of border surveillance
model using wireless sensor networks is done in [2]. Some
other researchers have focused on the simulation of proposed
algorithms using wireless sensor and actor networks [11, 12].
Formal methods are mathematical procedures used for the
validation and verification of safety-critical [13] and missioncritical systems. Formal methods provide defects free systems
and are more effective than simulations. It is noted that
simulations results can be improved if the proposed model is
formally verified at first. In [14-18], the authors focus on both
formal and informal techniques for the verification and
validation of the proposed algorithms for WSANs.

III. SYSTEM MODEL AND ALGORITHM
Border protection is a real-time and mission-critical issue. The
constant human involvement cannot provide more accuracy
that neccesisates the use of wireless sensor and actor networks
which are more suitable for such applications. In this work, we
have used WSANs in the form of connected subnets which are
deployed under and above the ground. The partitioning of
network into subnets localizes the problem and increases
efficiency of the algorithm. The nodes in subnets are densly
deployed which means the coverage radius of a node is up to
the next neighbor node [6]. In dense deployment, failure of a
node does not partition the subnet into disjoint segments. The
subnets consist of sensors, gateways, actors, multimedia
sensors, multimedia gateway sensors, mobile sensors and
mobile gateway sensors [1]. The subnets remain continuously
connected as gateway nodes use radios for continuous
communication. The underground subnet nodes have low cost
and short range radio frequency for intrusion detection while
above ground nodes have high cost and long range radio
frequency. The actors are used for providing protection from
intruders by taking appropriate decisions.

Figure 2: Pseudo code of the algorithm

The underground sensors detect vibration for possible intrusion
and send it to underground gateways. The gateway activates
underground actors for the required action and send the
information to above the ground gateway which communicates
with ground sensors to verify the intrusion. The ground sensors
confirm detection of vibration and communicate information
with ground gateways. The gateway shares this information
with the multimedia gateway sensors deployed on surveillance

tower, which sends information to the nearby multimedia
sensors for taking image or video of intruders. The multimedia
sensors send this information to multimedia gateway sensor
which communicates with the mobile gateway sensor which
shares this information with the nearby mobile sensors to track
the intruders. The mobile sensors send tracked information to
mobile gateway sensors which communicate intruder’s
information with ground gateway actor that are actually mobile
robots for catching the intruder and fighting with it. Pseudo
code of the algorithm is given in Figure 2.
IV. FORMAL SPECIFICATION USING VDM-SL
In this section, formal specification of the model is provided
using VDM-SL. Communication links exists between all nodes
which show the network is connected. Communication links
and coverage are specified by composite objects, Link and
Coverage respectively. WSAN is presented as a composite
object, DenseGraph, which consists of three fields. The first
and second fields, nodes and commlinks represent nodes and
communication links. The third field, node_coverage, is used
to represent dense of the graph.
types
Node = token;
Link:: nd1:Node
nd2: Node
inv mk_Link (nd1, nd2) == nd1 <> nd2;
Coverage:: min_range: nat
max_range: nat;
DenseGraph:: nodes: set of Node
commlinks: set of Link
node_coverage: set of Coverage
inv mk_DenseGraph (nodes, commlinks,node_coverage) ==
forall cl in set commlinks & cl.nd1 in set nodes and
cl.nd2 in set nodes and
forall n in set nodes & (exists cl in set commlinks &
(n=cl.nd1 and n=cl.nd2)) and
forall n1,n2 in set node_coverage &
(n1.max_range>=n2.min_range);
Invariants: (1) Every communication link consists of two
nodes. (2) For all the nodes in a dense graph, there is a
communication link which consists of two nodes that must be
unique. (3) The both nodes in the communication link should
be within the maximum range.
Two types of subnets, i.e., under and above the ground are used
in the network. The underground subnet is specified by a
composite object, Underground_Subnet which employs six
fields. The first field subnets is used to describe underground
subnet as a dense graph. The second and third fields, nodes and
commlinks are used for nodes and communication links. The
fourth, fifth and sixth fields, i.e., ugs, ugga and uga describe
collection of underground sensors, gateways and actors.
Uderground_Subnet:: subnets: set of DenseGraph
nodes: set of Node
commlinks: set of Link
ugs: set of UnderGroundSensor
ugga: set of UnderGroundGatewayActor

uga: set of UnderGroundActor
inv mk_Uderground_Subnet(subnets, nodes, commlinks,ugs,
ugga,uga) ==
forall sbn in set subnets & card sbn.nodes >= 3 and
forall node in set nodes & exists us in set ugs &
exists ug in set ugga & exists ua in set uga &
({node} = us.nodes and {node} = ug.nodes and
{node} = ua.nodes) and
forall us1,us2 in set ugs & (exists cl in set commlinks &
(us1.ugs_idt=cl.nd1 and us2.ugs_idt=cl.nd2)) and
forall us in set ugs & (forall ug in set ugga &
(exists cl in set commlinks & (us.ugs_idt=cl.nd1 and
ug.ugga_idt=cl.nd2))) and forall ug1,ug2 in set ugga &
(exists cl in set commlinks & (ug1.ugga_idt=cl.nd1 and
ug2.ugga_idt=cl.nd2)) and forall ugg in set ugga &
(forall ug in set uga & (exists cl in set commlinks &
(ugg.ugga_idt = cl.nd1 and ug.uga_idt=cl.nd2))) and
forall ug1,ug2 in set uga & (exists cl in set commlinks &
(ug1.uga_idt = cl.nd1 and ug2.uga_idt = cl.nd2));
Invariants: (1) An underground subnet consists of at least
three nodes. (2) An underground subnet employs sensors,
gateways and actors. (3) There exists a communication link
between the sensors. (4) There exists communication link
between sensors and gateway actors. (5) Underground gateway
actors communicate with each other in different subnets so
there must be a communication link between them. (6) The
underground gateways and actors communicate with each other
so there is a communication link between them.
As all the nodes transmit and receive information so it is
specified by a composite object Communicate. The nodes
communicate intruder information so it is described by a
composite object CommIntruderInfo.
Communicate::
transmit: Transmit
receive: Receive;
CommIntruderInfo::
transmit: Transmit
receive: Receive;
The underground sensors are represented as composite object
UndergroundSensor. The first field in the object describes that
all the nodes have unique identifiers. The second field nodes, is
used as these are assumed as nodes. The third and fourth fields,
comm and commII are used for communication with each other
and with the intruder’s information. The fifth field cost
expresses that the nodes have certain cost. The sixth field
radiofrequency specifies that these nodes communicate
through certain radio frequency. The seventh field visibility
represents the visibility status and the eighth one vibration
describes that these nodes are responsible for detecting and
communicating vibration sensed under the ground. Similarly
the underground gateways and actors can be defined.
Vibration = <YES>|<NO>; Cost=<HIGH>|<LOW>;
Range = <LONG>|<SHORT>;
UnderGroundSensor:: ugs_idt: Node
nodes: set of Node
comm: Communicate
commII:CommIntruderInfo

cost:Cost
radiofrequency:Range
visibility:bool
vibration:Vibration
inv mk_UnderGroundSensor (ugs_idt, nodes,-,-, cost,
radiofrequency, visibility,-) == {ugs_idt} = nodes and
cost = <LOW> and radiofrequency =<SHORT> and
visibility = false;
Invariants: (1) All the underground sensors are nodes in the
subnet. (2) The nodes have low cost, communicate using short
range radio frequency and are not visible to the intruders.
The above ground subnet is described by a composite object
AboveGround_Subnet which consists of ten fields. The first
field subnets describes that it is the dense graph. The second
and third fields, nodes and commlinks, explain that subnet
nodes exist and there exists communication links between them
above the ground. The remaining seven fields, i.e., gga, ga, gs,
mmgs, mms, mgs and ms illustrate set of gateways, set of
actors, set of sensors, multimedia gateway sensors, multimedia
sensors, mobile gateway sensors and mobile sensors.
AboveGround_Subnet:: subnets: set of DenseGraph
nodes: set of Node
commlinks: set of Link
gga: set of GroundGatewayActor
ga: set of GroundActor
gs: set of GroundSensor
mmgs: set of MultimediaGatewaySensor
mms: set of MultimediaSensor
mgs: set of MobileGatewaySensor
ms: set of MobileSensor
inv mk_AboveGround_Subnet(subnets, nodes, commlinks,
gga,ga,gs,mmgs,mms,mgs,ms)== forall sbn in set subnets &
(card sbn.nodes>=7) and forall node in set nodes &
(exists ag in set gga & (exists aa in set ga &
(exists ass in set gs & (exists ammg in set mmgs &
(exists ams in set mms & (exists amgs in set mgs &
(exists amos in set ms & ({node}=ag.nodes and
{node}=aa.nodes and{node}=ass.nodes and
{node}=ammg.nodes and{node}=ams.nodes and
{node}=amgs.nodes and{node}=amos.nodes )))))))) and
forall ag1,ag2 in set gga & (exists cl in set commlinks &
(ag1.gga_idt= cl.nd1 and ag2.gga_idt =cl.nd2)) and
forall ag in set gga & (exists ga1 in set ga &
(exists cl in set commlinks & (ag.gga_idt= cl.nd1 and
ga1.ga_idt =cl.nd2))) and forall ag1,ag2 in set ga &
(exists cl in set commlinks & (ag1.ga_idt= cl.nd1 and
ag2.ga_idt =cl.nd2)) and forall ag in set ga &
(exists gs1 in set gs &(exists cl in set commlinks &
(ag.ga_idt= cl.nd1 and gs1.gs_idt =cl.nd2))) and
forall gs1,gs2 in set gs & (exists cl in set commlinks &
(gs1.gs_idt= cl.nd1 and gs2.gs_idt =cl.nd2)) and
forall aga in set gga & (exists mgs1 in set mmgs &
(exists cl in set commlinks & (aga.gga_idt= cl.nd1 and
mgs1.mmgs_idt =cl.nd2))) and forall mmgs1,mmgs2 in set
mmgs & (exists cl in set commlinks & (mmgs1.mmgs_idt=
cl.nd1 and mmgs2.mmgs_idt =cl.nd2)) and
forall amgs in set mmgs & (exists mgs in set mgs &

(exists cl in set commlinks & (amgs.mmgs_idt= cl.nd1 and
mgs.mgs_idt =cl.nd2))) and forall mgs1,mgs2 in set mgs &
(exists cl in set commlinks & (mgs1.mgs_idt= cl.nd1 and
mgs2.mgs_idt =cl.nd2)) and forall amgs in set mgs &
(exists ams in set ms &(exists cl in set commlinks &
(amgs.mgs_idt= cl.nd1 and ams.ms_idt =cl.nd2))) and
forall ms1,ms2 in set ms & (exists cl in set commlinks &
(ms1.ms_idt= cl.nd1 and ms2.ms_idt =cl.nd2)) and
forall amgs in set mgs & (exists aga in set gga &
(exists cl in set commlinks & (amgs.mgs_idt= cl.nd1
and aga.gga_idt =cl.nd2)));
All kinds of sensors, actors and gateways are connected and
have a path through communication links with each other.
The communication under and above ground subnets is
expressed by Under_Above_Ground_Subnet_Comm defined by
four fields. The first field nodes shows the communication
between subnets through nodes. The second field commlinks
expresses that there exists communication links between the
nodes. The third and fourth fields, i.e., ugga and gga are the
collection of under and above the ground gateway actors. The
underground gateway actor exists in underground subnet and
ground gateway actor exists above the ground subnet having
some information of the subnet.
Under_Above_Ground_Subnet_Comm::
nodes: set of Node
commlinks: set of Link
ugga: set ofUnderGroundGatewayActor
gga: set of GroundGatewayActor
inv mk_Under_Above_Ground_Subnet_Comm (-,commlinks,
ugga, gga) == forall u in set ugga & (exists a in set gga &
(exists cl in set commlinks & (u.ugga_idt= cl.nd1 and
a.gga_idt =cl.nd2)));
The ground sensor is specified by GroundSensor consisting of
six fields. The first field gs_idt represents that ground sensors
are unique. The one, nodes, explains that the nodes are in the
subnet. The third one cost illustrates that the nodes have certain
cost. The radiofrequency shows that the nodes communicate
using their radio frequency. The visibility is used to check the
visibility status and vibration is used to detect the vibration.
GroundSensor::
gs_idt: Node
nodes: set of Node
cost: Cost
radiofrequency: Range
visibility: bool
vibration: Vibration
inv mk_GroundSensor(gs_idt, nodes,cost, radiofrequency,
visibility,-)== {gs_idt} = nodes and cost=<LOW> and
radiofrequency = <SHORT> and visibility = true;
The gateway and actor are specified as composite objects, i.e.,
GroundGatewayActor and Ground Actor having nine fields.
The first field is used to illustrate that these actors have unique
identifiers. The nodes describes nodes above the ground
subnet. The mobilerobots represents that these actors are the
mobile robots. The fourth and fifth fields, comm and commII
explain that the nodes communicate with each other. The sixth
field cost represents that nodes have certain cost. The seventh

field radiofrequency shows that the actors use radio frequency
for communication. The eighth field visibility is used to check
the visibility status and vibration is used to detect vibration.
GroundGatewayActor::gga_idt:Node
nodes:set of Node
mobilerobot: MobileRobot
comm: Communicate
commII: CommIntruderInfo
cost:Cost
radiofrequency:Range
visibility:bool
vibration: Vibration
inv mk_GroundGatewayActor (gga_idt, nodes,-,-,-,cost,
radiofrequency, visibility,-) == {gga_idt}=nodes and cost=
<HIGH> and radiofrequency =<LONG> and visibility=true;
GroundActor:: gga_idt: Node
nodes:set of Node
mobilerobot: MobileRobot
comm: Communicate
commII: CommIntruderInfo
cost:Cost
radiofrequency:Range
visibility:bool
vibration: Vibration
inv mk_GroundGatewayActor (ga_idt, nodes,-,-,-,cost,
radiofrequency, visibility,-) ==
{ga_idt}=nodes and cost= <HIGH> and
radiofrequency = <LONG> and visibility=true;
Invariants: (1) Ground actors are nodes in above the ground
subnet. (2) Ground actors have high cost, long range radio
frequency for communication and are visible to intruders.
The multimedia gateway and sensor are represented by
MultimediaGatewaySensor and MultimediaSensor having nine
fields. All the fields are described previously except eighth and
ninth fields. The eighth field capture is required as sensors are
used to capture image or video of an intruder. The ninth field
deployed describes that nodes are deployed on surveillance
tower which is represented SurveillanceTower. The towers are
deployed in a way that these are within coverage of each other.
Signals = token;
Transmit = token;
Receive = token;
Capture=<IMAGE>|<VIDEO>;
SurveillanceTower::signals:Signals
transmit:Transmit
receive:Receive
tower_signals_coverage:set of Coverage
inv mk_SurveillanceTower(-,-,-, tower_signals_coverage) ==
forall tsc1,tsc2 in set tower_signals_coverage &
tsc1.max_range> = tsc2.min_range;
MultimediaGatewaySensor::mmgs_idt:Node
nodes:set of Node
comm: Communicate
commII: CommIntruderInfo
cost:Cost
radiofrequency:Range
visibility:bool

capture:Capture
deployed:SurveillanceTower
inv mk_MultimediaGatewaySensor(mmgs_idt, nodes,-,-,cost,
radiofrequency, visibility, capture,-)==
{mmgs_idt} = nodes and cost=<HIGH> and
radiofrequency = <LONG> and visibility = true and
capture = <IMAGE> or capture = <VIDEO>;
Invariants: (1) Multimedia gateway sensors are nodes in
above ground subnet. (2) Multimedia gateway sensors have
high cost, have long range radio frequency for communication,
visible to intruder and are used to capture image or video.
MultimediaSensor::mms_idt:Node
nodes:set of Node
comm: Communicate
commII: CommIntruderInfo
cost: Cost
radiofrequency:Range
visibility: bool
capture:Capture deployed: SurveillanceTower
inv mk_MultimediaSensor(mms_idt, nodes,-,-,cost,
radiofrequency, visibility, capture,-)==
{mms_idt}=nodes and cost = <HIGH> and
radiofrequency = <LONG> and visibility = true and
capture = <IMAGE> or capture=<VIDEO>;
Invariants: (1) Multimedia sensors are nodes in the above
ground subnet. (2) Multimedia sensors have high cost, have
long range radio frequency for communication, visible to
intruder and are used to capture image or video.
The mobile gateway sensor and mobile sensor are specified by
composite objects MobileGatewaySensor and MobileSensor
and are defined by nine fields. All fields are described except
deploy which shows the nodes are deployed in air.
Air = token;
MobileGatewaySensor:: mgs_idt:Node
nodes:set of Node comm: Communicate
commII: CommIntruderInfo cost: Cost
radiofrequency: Range
visibility: bool
track: Intruder; deploy: Air
inv mk_MobileGatewaySensor (mgs_idt, nodes,-,-,cost,
radiofrequency, visibility,-,-) ==
{mgs_idt} = nodes and cost = <HIGH> and
radiofrequency = <LONG> and visibility = true;
Invariants: (1) Mobile gateway sensors are nodes in above the
ground subnet. (2) Mobile gateway sensors have high cost,
long range radio frequency and are visible to intruder.
MobileSensor:: ms_idt: Node
nodes:set of Node
comm: Communicate
commII: CommIntruderInfo
cost: Cost
radiofrequency: Range
visibility: bool
track: Intruder; deploy: Air
inv mk_MobileSensor (ms_idt, nodes,-,-,cost, radiofrequency,
visibility,-,-) == {ms_idt}= nodes and cost = <HIGH> and
radiofrequency = <LONG> and visibility = true;

As mobile robot takes suitable action to protect the border, it is
defined by a composite object MobileRobot having four fields.
The first field name describes name of the mobile robot. The
second one operation represents that the mobile robots either
work or in idle state. The location exhibits intrusion detection
location and action describes an action of the mobile robot.
Operation = <WORK>|<IDLE>;
Location =
<INTRUSION_DETECTED>|<INTRUSION_NOT_DETECTED>;

theory and VDM-SL which was realized in terms of defining
rules among both of the approaches. VDM-SL toolbox was
used to validate and verify the border protection model. The
specification of the model is analyzed using toolbox which
showed that there is no syntax or type error in the
specification. Further, no warning was found which gives
proof of correctness of the specification.
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